Afterburn Report
Fuego Austral
Argentina’s Regional Burn
2020

Dates
Feb 21st - Feb 26th, 2019

Event’s Theme
The 2020 theme was Satori which was defined as follows:
Home ... sweet and amazing home. Going back to that place that’s clearly
discovered, that only exists in the present, where the past is born and the future
pleases us, creating and dissolving at the same time.
That Satori where experience illuminates your present and time is only a delay of
what is yet to come, that the past is an invention and the future a hallucination.
Where the fire is euphoric to calm reason, while the pampa is a sudden flash of
constant movements, with creative movements, that happen, in that house that
exists thanks to each one of its magical and loving inhabitants.

Location
City of Tandil, province of Buenos Aires, Argentina (350km away from Buenos
Aires city)
Fuego Austral took place in the same location as 2019. A secured and private 62
acres parcel inside a larger privately owned 1500 acres field, located in Tandil
county, at about 7 miles from Tandil city with around 116,000 inhabitants. The
location itself was placed in a hilly area that provided and amazing canvas for
our temporary city, allowing for privacy and a sense of exclusion from the
default.

Medical Emergencies
We engaged again in a service agreement with Tandil's Red Cross to have a
permanent presence on site beginning on the day we opened the doors to
attendees. The Red Cross sent volunteers that participated in other editions of
Fuego Austral, which made it easier for them to get involved with participants
and at some point feeling one of them as well. We requested that the Red Cross
keep a detailed record of any kind of interaction they had with participants. They
recorded 2 minor incidents: One involved a participant having a bad trip due to
drugs misuse but was checked and contained, sent to sleep to his tent later. The
other incident involved minor cuts during a heavy storm.
We also hired an Emergency System that was on site with an ambulance on the
burn nights and on call for emergencies during the rest of the event. It arrived

on site within 10 minutes of any emergency with an ambulance and heavy duty
medical equipment and doctors.
Not medical BUT we had an incident when an iron dome was detached from it´s
rebars holding it to the ground (very poorly as noticed later) and spined around
the pampa for a few meters. Luckily no one was harmed but a great concerns on
structure safety was raised and discussed. We will follow on how to proceed in
the future to guarantee safety. In this specific case when checked by Rangers
the dome had no shade so it was´t considered a hazard but a shade was added
later prior to a huge storm with strong winds that unhooked it from the ground.
As stated before, nobody was harmed mainly because due to the storm
everybody was taking shelter.

Teams
Fuego Austral as a non profit organization is comprised of two structures that
work together:
1. Board of Directors: an administration team required by law as the
management team of the non profit.
2. An event production team organized in a matrix org chart where each
team is responsible for specific resources:
a. Production Leads
b. CAOS (Infrastructure): handles vendors, city layout and
construction requirements.
c. ESTA (Art): handles content not placed on the city but on the open
Pampa (our version of playa).
d. Camps: handles content placed on the city layout.
e. Communications: handles all content related sent from the
organization to participants (from principles, survival guide, city
map, ticketing, website and social media).
f. Volunteers: is responsible for all human resources.

Production
Manages the overall event and coordinates each of the areas. The production
team is composed of members of the board of directors of the non profit
organization (already registered). Board members are also in charge of leading
or participating in at least one of the teams with more specific functions.

ESTA Equipo de Soporte y Tareas de Arte (Art Support Services)
This team coordinates art installations in Fuego Austral and also the man and the
temple.
Registration begins with the acceptance of a Letter of Intent to later drive grant

applications for the different teams.
Art is placed in terms of overall interactivity in the event, and its interaction with
theme camps and other things.

Camps
This team handles everything related to camps in the event and center camp
activity schedules. Its focus this year was on increasing the amount and
complexity of theme camps and providing them the means to carry out their
ideas.
This team also handles and organizes camps during the event. At the beginning
it places the camps and notifies the Infrastructure department of any
requirements related to the city layout and center camp structure. It also
coordinates directly with the communication team any effort related to driving
the camps’ registration.

Volunteers
This team handles all the requests related to volunteers. Being the third year of
our event, it has proven to be extremely hard to engage committed volunteers in
advance. We proceeded with new ideas and managed to empower several
individuals that took a much more intense role in their activities and group
management. This worked out really well. However, at the event many activities
were covered with spontaneous participants. but In order to reduce the burden
on the current production team and scale, we need to improve significantly in
this area. Especially to get people more involved during the end of the event
where burden and exhaust plays the same for everyone.
Team responsibilities included the Greeters, Rangers, Infrastructure volunteers
(pre event and post event).
We totalled approximately 70 volunteers in all areas of volunteering.

Transmutadores (Greeters)
It was completely autonomous and one volunteer took over the organization of
schedules, suggested scripting to induce first time participants to greet new
arrivals, and handled 18 volunteers during three days while the doors were
open. This team cross checked participants’ information with the security people
at the gate and ensured all participants were registered, all minors wear a
wristband with their parent and camp information, and gave away the event
guide (with many hugs and dancing and cheering included during every arrival).

Rangers
This team was also autonomous and managed by one volunteer and they mostly

performed rounds at predetermined times of the day. Although we do not have a
24hs Rangers shift yet due to lack of volunteers and the size of the event, we did
have on-call Rangers 24/7 and any minor situation was talked through on walkie
talkies and On Call Rangers were there to solve the issues. During their round
they looked for specific safety hazards and held conversations about the 10
principles with participants and other issues that arose like a consent talk given
to each camp on the second day of the event.

CAOS: Cuerpo Austral de Operaciones y Servicios, our Department
of Public Works.
This team is in charge of handling all equipment, vendors, contract needs of
other teams, as well as defining the city layout, insurance and any other third
party vendor involved in the production process. It also built the city and designs
as well as builds and dismantles the city, including the center camp, street
markers, gate and greeters post. Although participants on these team take on
this huge challenge, more volunteers are required to commit to the build and
dismantling phase.
The most relevant achievement of this year was setting up the city, the man, the
temple and center camp prior to the gate opening. On our two last experiences
the man and the temple had not been finished until after the gates were opened.
This really helped safety and the event experience for participants. We used
chemical free compostable porta potties which are really demanding for the
whole team. It’s great to have them but it consumes so much time and effort to
set up, dismantle and be cleaned during the event that we are re - considering
this option for next year. It might be more expensive to use regular porta potties
but for now, it seems to be our best option although it’s not the best leave no
trace option.

Communications
This team handles all the communications content and schedule. It answers any
inquiries online and makes sure the 10 principles are the main concept of the
event. It coordinates among different areas regarding their communication
needs and ensures that there is no overlapping and saturation in front of our
audience. It calls for artists, camps, volunteers, and participants with online
forms. It also ensures consistency in all of our communication pieces both
digitally and printed. For the event specifically, this team designs the event guide
& map.

This year the communication team also distributed to all the participants a series
of animated videos on consent and were posted on social media in the weeks
prior to the event. Links to example videos:

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=194058911835066&extid=UPf8sWkSlNZw
v7zr
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=519290645607716&extid=zxRuqyhfrEkT4t
Xd

External Vendors
We’ve engaged with local vendors to provide basic needs that due to the
country’s regulation limitations are very hard for participants to solve on their
own.
1. Ice: We authorized a local ice cream factory to come on a daily basis to
the center camp with a truck full of ice and sell it at a pre-arranged price.
2. Firewood: We had a local vendor that came on a daily basis, to center
camp and sell firewood at a fixed price.
3. Porta Potties: we used chemical porta potties.
4. Red Cross: They provided emergency first aid on site, including a
registered nurse and MD in case prescriptions were required. For complex
situations we had an emergency ambulance on call 12 minutes away.
5. Security: We hired security people that were at the gate and on call if any
disturbance scaled above Rangers limit inside the event. Local police was
also aware of the event and on call for any dispute or if needed.
6. Logistics: local regulation prohibits private drivers to rent and drive
oversized vehicles, so the hiring of professional transportation services is
mandatory. We secured a truck to fulfill the organization’s need as well as
to provide some degree of support to art installations.
7. Emergencies: Local emergency provider on site on burn nights with
ambulance and doctors and on call the rest of the event with an
Ambulance 10 minutes away.

Population
We counted 560 people on site, including contractors living there. We registered
a total of 540 adult participants and 10 minors ranging from 1 year old to 12
years old.
To preserve the culture and avoid growing too fast we set up a cap of 547
participants. This is a self imposed cap as insurance or local regulations did not
require any specific limit since this was a privately held event in a private
location.

Permitting
We worked along with local officials and manage to have for the first time a
special city permit for the event, as for years before we have the ok to go but
not a formal permit by the authorities as we lacked a legal entity to apply for
them, and being a privately held event on private location on a rural area it was
not a requirement. This year we finally managed to incorporate a tax exempt
Non Profit Organization that will serve as a legal framework and platform for
years to come. Having incorporated and in order to reduce the exposure of the
individuals involved in the organization we decided to request a permit with the
Non Profit Organization to set the record of who was legally responsible for the
gathering.

Insurance
We contracted a Liability and Personal Accidents insurance policy on behalf of the
venue owner, the individuals signing the lease agreement for the venue and
Burning Man for a total of $10.000.000 ARS effective during the city set up until
one week after the event was over.

Art Grants
Art grants are funded exclusively by donations from participants as a way to
encourage community participation. Last year camps organized a fundraiser to
fund the Art Grants, however in 2020 they decided to do a fundraiser for their
own needs.

Art Installations
We had a total of 20 registered art installations, of which 7 were partially funded
with Fuego Austral Grants from the event organized by theme camps on 2019
and savings from prior years:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cofre de los Regalos
Vulva Tent
Pampa Warro
Portal galáctico
Balanza de la justicia
Mision Veleta

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Espejismo Mismo
RIKKWA, EL CAMINO DE LAS FLORES
Joya Metalica
Ágora
Tenedor
Domo araña
OJO
Camino Fueguino
Lluvia de estrellas
Luisito
Plastic Beach
La torta de cumple de Valma
Hang the DJ
Lotus

Theme Camps
We had 24 pre registered theme camps:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

QARXO camp
Camp Tafies
Arbolito
Rame
El Correo'
Mas que tranca
Campicornio
Flama Charrúa
ENUE
Industria Fueguina
Caelum Finis
Alquimia
Flowasis
CamPocho
Fluffers
Periplos
Fushimi-Campa-Moto
Olga Camp
Pampa Warro
404
Inti huasi
Chalal iuris tantum
JOYA

The event helped identified camps with a significant potential to become more
involved in the organization and activities during the year. A Whatsapp group
was created and self-manged with no real involvement from FA Board. This was
great to create self reliance within camps and better understanding on needs
and claims that usually fall into the ORG directly. are now holding regular
meetings with camp leads to create a more extended community and help

overcome the difficulty in involving people to volunteer.

Our Temple
The temple was designed by two local artist/architects and built on site by a
team of volunteers. It was burned on the last evening of the event.

Additional Images from the event
The Man - Burn Night

Red Cross Team

Temple Burn

Gin Station - Pop Up Bar

Man Burn prepping up

Valma´s Cake art piece

Center Camp Activity

Breakfast at ENUE Camp

Alquimia Camp (Massages)

Balance of Justice - Art Piece

Double Rainbow all the way

Gift exchange art installation

The man at night

The Runnway party at Ramé Camp

The Temple, the Man, the City

Vulva Tent art installation

Yoga at Lotus Art Installation

The Warro and Luisito at night

Nasty Beach - art installation

Sunset in the city

